University of Economics in Bratislava
The “Old” Building

The Old Building is called “Old” because it was built as the first building of the new campus of the University of Economics. If you are on the bus-stop “Ekonomická univerzita”, the Old Building is the one on the left, in front of the Aula. There is an ATM next to the main entrance (in interior of the building).

On its ground floor, you may find all its lecture rooms and majority of its seminar rooms. There are seven big lecture rooms: B107, B108 and D111-D117. The entrances to B107, B108 and D115-D117 is on the same floor as the main entrance, so after entrance in the Old building turn left now (to B107 and B108) or right now (to D115-D117). The front of the ground floor is on one level, the rear of it is divided on two levels. To go to D111-D114, take the stairs down and go on the lower level.

The seminar rooms are located on both levels in the rear part of the building:
- B101-B106 and D101-D110 on the lower level in the rear (take the stairs down);
- B201-B212 and D201-B208 on the higher level in the rear (take the stairs up).

In the middle between “B” and “D” seminar rooms, you can find the Bufet 1 (lower level) and a cafeteria Fresh Lemon and a Copy room (higher level).

To go in the canteen “Dolnozemská”, you can go through the corridor on the second floor as the B201-B212 seminar rooms are located. To go to the New building, take the corridor as the lecture rooms D115-D117 are, continue to the end of the corridor where you find stairs. Go on the first floor where is a bridge connecting both building.

The “V1” is the “Social room 1” where the University is organising events like conferences, discussions etc.

PAY ATTENTION! All the lecture and seminar rooms mentioned above are considered as the “zero” floor of the building, there are five more floors.

To find any room on the higher floors, all the rooms in the Old Building are marked in the form like “3C11”, where “3” means the floor, “C” the wing of the building (there are four: A, B, C and D) and “11” means the room in the concrete wing. So, the room “3C11” is located on the third floor, wing C, room 11.

The “D” wing, except of the 5th floor, is the Slovak Economic Library (“SEK”). On different floors, you may find the “SEK loans and the Study room of final thesis (2nd floor)”, the “SEK Study room of Journals (3rd floor)” and the “SEK General Study room (4th floor)”.

NB: All rooms in the Old Building don’t have a dot in their numbers.
University of Economics in Bratislava
The “New” Building

The New Building is called “New” because it was built as the second building of the new campus of the University of Economics. If you are on the bus-stop “Ekonomická univerzita”, the New Building is the one on the right. There is an ATM next to the main entrance (in exterior of the building).

After you enter in the New Building, you will be in the main hall. On its left is the student chill out space called “Red zone”. At the end of the hall, in the map marked as “X”, are three lifts and stairs. Pay attention while using those lifts, the 1st floor is the mail hall, there is no 2nd floor, the lifts continue directly on the 3rd floor. There is no 2nd floor because the 1st and 2nd floors are connected to the main hall.

On the 1st floor are 14 lecture rooms: B1.02-B1.10 on the LEFT and C1.06-C1.10 on the RIGHT. If you want to go to the Old Building, turn right towards the “B” lecture rooms and you find there stairs going up to a bridge connecting the two buildings.

When you go to the “C” lecture rooms, in the corridor leading to them is on the left side the Bufet 2 where you can have also a lunch (the section “S” is for students, the section “E” is for the employees of the university), and on the right side the Social room 2 (“V2”) where the University is organising events like conferences, discussions etc.

In the “E” wing are seminar rooms on two floors, E1.06-E1.12 and E2.06-E2.12. In the “D” wing is a couple of seminar rooms and the dean’s office of the Faculty of Applied Languages.

To find any room in the higher floors, all rooms in the New Building are marked in the form like “E5.12” where “E” means the part of the building (“A” is the central part, “D” and “E” are two wings of the building), “5” is the number of the floor and “12” is the number of the room. So, E5.12 is located on the 5th floor, E wing, room number 12.

The “A” rooms are usually seminar rooms, where you may have seminars. On the picture on the left, you may see how they are organised on every floor.

On the 3rd floor of the building, you may find the Rectorate of the University of Economics and the International Office. The Office of Terezia Mihalikova, your Erasmus IN coordinator, is A3.15.

NB: All rooms in the new building have a dot in their number.